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of Virginia Press, 2018. 247 pp.; maps, illus.; clothbound, $19.95.
In August 2017, media outlets around the world ran headline stories about violence
that had broken out on the streets of Charlottesville, Virginia. The disorder
occurred during the Unite the Right Rally, a demonstration by members of the far
right against the removal of a statue of the Commander of the Confederate Army,
Robert E. Lee. More than thirty people suﬀered injuries when white nationalists
clashed with counter-protesters, provoking Virginia governor Terry McAuliﬀe the
following morning to declare a state of emergency. Despite this, later that day James
Alex Fields, Jr., a young white supremacist, rammed a Dodge Challenger into
a crowd of liberal activists. One of those demonstrators, Heather Heyer, suﬀered
a blunt-force trauma from which she died after being taken to the University of
Virginia Medical Center.
What provoked so much anger and soul-searching was not only the immediate
incidents that occurred in Charlottesville but also the response of President Donald
J. Trump. In failing to denounce the far right and instead claiming that there was
“hatred, bigotry and violence on many sides,” the president drew heated criticism
for apparently drawing a moral equivalence between white supremacists and those
who opposed the rally.
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The absence of any critical framework for reckoning with the city’s colonial
past is especially glaring in the second chapter, entitled “Founders, Firsts, and
a Statue of Liberty,” which opens with the story of the Birthplace of Seattle
monument. Jean O’Brien’s inﬂuential Firsting and Lasting: Writing Indians out
of Existence in New England (2011) detailed the narrative process whereby local
histories and memorials credit white settler individuals and institutions as “ﬁrsts”
and ascribe the status of “last” to other ﬁgures and places that the authors or
memorializers consider insuﬃciently modern. Monuments that commemorate
“ﬁrst” people, places, and events advocate for their permanence and primacy,
devaluing Indigenous ways of life and replacing Native claims to land, names, and
memory with their own. There is no greater example of this in the United States
than Plymouth Rock, a piece of which, as Spalding notes in passing, was aﬃxed to
the Birthplace of Seattle monument in the 1920s. Between “ﬁrst” settlers, a ﬁrst
post oﬃce, ﬁrst school house, ﬁrst sawmill, ﬁrst cabin, and more in this chapter
and beyond, Spalding ﬁrsts and lasts alongside Seattle’s twentieth century
mythmakers.
Ultimately, Monumental Seattle should be read as evidence of the ways monuments and memorialization persist as subjects of contestation. In the author’s own
words, “the meanings of a monument continually change and are therefore always
unﬁnished” (xv).

Clive Webb, University of Sussex
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In The Shadow of Hate, Hawes Spencer re-creates the events in Charlottesville
in forensic detail. He narrates the story from numerous perspectives including
activists as well as local, state, and federal authorities. Spencer’s dispassionate
approach is both a strength and a weakness, providing for a granular account of
events and their aftermath but lacking much in the way of opinion about their
signiﬁcance. His narrative is also far from linear, sometimes assessing events
simultaneously from several vantage points and at others moving backwards and
forwards in time. The eﬀect at times is as disorienting as a ﬁlm that makes
multiple use of jump cuts.
It would be unreasonable to criticize this book for what it is not. Hawes
Spencer is a journalist, not a historian, and his book reﬂects that in its focus on
the events in Charlottesville and their immediate aftermath. What this does mean,
however, is that there is plenty of scope for future scholars to research and write
studies that place this ugly episode in a clearer historical context. Spencer does
oﬀer some reﬂection on the contested nature of Confederate war memorials,
suggesting that the motivation for their erection during the Jim Crow era was
clearly as an aﬃrmation of white racial supremacy. Scholars who at a later point
in time return to these events might develop this line of argument by situating
what happened in Charlottesville not only in a broader chronological but also
regional framework.
What Spencer himself could have done is to assess the implications of one of the
epigraphs with which the book opens. Dave Matthews, the rock musician whose
band hails from Charlottesville, states that a year before the Unite the Right Rally,
people “anywhere in the world” might have had trouble identifying the city. “Now,
everybody—people in Nairobi know, people in Cape Town know where Charlottesville is, and they know it’s where nazis are.” The Charlottesville incident had not
only local and national impact but also an international one. President Trump’s
equivocation about the actions of the far right provoked criticism around the world
that seriously damaged the reputation of the United States. The German media, for
instance, drew on their own country’s troubled history in portraying the president
as a fascist. For example, the magazine Stern ran a front cover in reaction to
Charlottesville that showed Trump draped in an American ﬂag raising his arm in
a Nazi salute. What happens in the United States continues to have far wider impact
than any other country and future scholarship could consider how Charlottesville,
along with numerous other conﬂicts and controversies, have aﬀected the international standing of the United States.
Although by no means deﬁnitive, as a ﬁrst draft of the events that occurred in
Charlottesville, The Summer of Hate is a richly detailed and revealing narrative that
will prove an invaluable source to future scholars. Its subtitle is an important
warning that the violence of August 2017 was not an isolated incident but part of
a disturbing nationwide resurgence by the far right.

